1. Introduction. In [2], Professor A. D. Wallace proved the following: "Let T be a cyclic transformation group of a Peano continuum X leaving fixed an end point, then T has another fixed point." In [4] , Professor H. C. Wang arrived at the same result by assuming that T is compact and X is an arcwise connected Hausdorff space. In this note, under the same assumption as Wang's, we prove that T has countably many fixed points. In fact, we prove the following Theorem.
Let (X, T, it) be a transformation group where X is an arcwise connected Hausdorff space. Let A be a closed T-invariant set which is separated from any other closed T-invariant set B, BC~\A =0, by a point. If there is such a closed set B, then T has at least two distinct fixed points, one of them contained in A. If, furthermore, every orbit, under T, is closed, then T has countably many fixed points.
2. Proof of the theorem. The main technique of the proof is based on the proof used in [4] with some modification. Choose a £ A and bÇzB; connect a and b by an arc /(/), Og/^l, with 1(0) = a and 1(1) = b. Let S1 be the set of all points which separate A and B. Then, by our assumption, 5 is not empty. It is clear that 5 lies on the arc l(t), as does cl (5) . It is also obvious that g(S) -S and g(cl(5)) = cl(S) for Let p = l(t0) be the lower limit of S. Then ^Gcl (5) . We show p -g(p) for all g<ET. Suppose g(p) ¿¿p for some g£7\ then g(p)>p and g_1(p)>p-If p(fcS, there is a c£S sufficiently close to p so that g(c)>c and g_1(c)>c-If P<ES, we choose c=£. LetL= {/(i)| a^l(t) c}. In either case AVJL is not separated by g_1(c), but g(/4WL) is separated by c = g(g_1(c))-a contradiction! Consequently, we have g(p)=p for all g G T.
In a similar manner, we can prove that the upper limit q = l(t2) of 5 is 7"-invariant.
Weshow££-i4-Suppose not. Let B' = B\j{p) ; then B' is a closed T-invariant set with BT\A =0.
By assumption, there is a point d which separates A and B'. It is clear that d lies on the arc l(t), O^t^to, and d<p. Since d separates A and 5 also, ¿G-5. This is a contradiction of the fact that p is the lower limit of S.
Suppose p = q then S contains only one point and SG^4-A contradiction! Hence p j^q. Let every orbit under T be closed. Choose s = l(t3)(E:S, with s<q.
Then T(s) is closed and T(s)CS. Hence T(s)i\A=0.
Let S' be the nonempty set which contains all the points which separate A and T(s). Again S' lies on the arc l(t), O^t^h. By the same method used before, we can prove that the upper limit point pi of S', which is different from both p and q, is fixed under T. Continuing this procedure, we arrive at the desired conclusion that T has countably many fixed points. The theorem is proved.
Corollary
1. Let (T, X, w) be a transformation group, where X is an arcwise connected Hausdorff space with at least two points and T is compact. Let p be a fixed end point under T. Then there are countably many fixed points.
Proof. By the definition of end point (e.g., see [5] ). Proof. By the theorem, we can show that every orbit contains only one point.
4. The only nontrivial compact effective transformation group acting on [a, b], a closed interval, is Z2, which is a cyclic group of order 2.
Proof. For each /G T, either fia) =a or fia) =b. Let Ta be the isotropy subgroup of a; then/2GP<> for every/G P. Since Ta is closed, by Corollary 3, Ta = identity. Consequently, /2 = identity for every fQT. Let /and g be two nontrivial elements in P. Then/gG Pa and fg = identity or f=g. Hence T = Z2. The author benefited from a conversation with Professor A. Shields concerning this result.
